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Abstract. When identifying (Public-Private-Partnership) PPP project risks using the
decomposition analysis method, the PPP project risks are considered to include government
risk, market risk, and project risk. Based on these facts, a constructed list of PPP project
risks is established, which can be divided into three �rst-class indexes and 27 second-class
indexes. Based on the analysis of the traditional matter element model limitations, the
evaluation model of PPP project risk assessment of the improved matter element model is
established in order to provide e�ective support for e�ective PPP project risk management,
contract management, and other work. Lastly, the feasibility of theoretical research is
veri�ed by a case study.

© 2020 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the context of China's economy moving into the
\new normal," the pressure on public investment re-
sources is rapidly increasing. Since 2013, in order
to solve the problem of government/public investment
gaps in some areas and to ensure timely construction
of public funding projects, the Chinese government has
issued a series of relevant policies and encouraged the
use of the Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) model in
the public sphere.

The PPP model plays an important role in reduc-
ing the government's �nancial burden, enhancing the
e�ectiveness of project implementation, and helping
achieve a reasonable distribution of risk. However, in
the implementation process, the PPP model has also
shown to be subject to numerous problems. This is
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especially true of risk management. When risk man-
agement is not perfect, the entire construction project
and operation processes can face many problems, which
are manifested in the following forms:

1. Commitments cannot be achieved, thus increasing
the credit risk to the Chinese government. The
Chinese government lacks enough knowledge and
experience in the actual process of attracting for-
eign investment. To attract investors to these
projects, the government has made many com-
mitments. On the one hand, these commitments
increase the government's level of risk. On the other
hand, these commitments will also inevitably lead
to huge government compliance costs [1];

2. The central government's macroeconomic policy
adjustments and investment and market interven-
tion can potentially cause projects to fail. There-
fore, by using the PPP mode, the level of project
risk management should be strengthened. This
means that a better job will be done in terms of risk
sharing and management. The possibility of risks
arising and the cost of any risk caused by losses and
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poor risk management should be reduced in order to
give full play to the advantages of the PPP model,
thus ensuring that the project runs smoothly [2].

Based on these facts and considering that not too many
companies use the PPP model, a number of de�ciencies
in risk management still exist. Therefore, carrying
out the implementation process of PPP project risk
management procedures can enhance the e�ciency of
PPP project risk management and ensure the e�ciency
of the implementation of the PPP project.

2. Basic process of PPP project risk
assessment

In the process of implementing PPP project risk assess-
ment, in order to ensure the e�ectiveness of that risk
assessment, carrying out certain processes and steps
is necessary. These steps will provide support for the
e�ective development of risk response procedures and
practices.

Speci�cally, when carrying out an assessment of
PPP project risk, the basic process is as follows: �rst,
on the basis of risk identi�cation, establish a PPP
project risk evaluation index system and ensure the
integrity and e�ectiveness of that index system. Sec-
ondly, combine the characteristics of PPP project risk
assessment requirements and the risk assessment index
system to construct a proper risk assessment model.
This can be used in risk assessment to determine the
index weight and risk assessment of the implemented
policies in order to provide support [3{8]. Finally,
through the application of PPP project risk indexes
(for characteristic value determination and the risk
evaluation model), the size and scale of the PPP project
risks become clear.

3. Establishment of PPP project risk
assessment index system

In the process of carrying out a risk assessment of
a PPP project, the most important issue is the con-
struction of a risk assessment index system. The
risk assessment index system should be constructed by
forming a PPP project risk identi�cation risk list. This
list should follow the scienti�c, system, comparison and
operation principles when constructing an index system
based on reasonable construction.

We can see the results of PPP project risk identi-
�cation. The project implementation risks involved in
the process are divided into government risk, market
risk, and project risk. These are the three main types
of risk factors. In addition, all types of risk factors have
a speci�c representation.

Therefore, a PPP project risk assessment index
system can be built in the categories of government

risk, market risk, and project risk, with the three
aspects setting level indicators [9{11]. In addition, we
combine the risk identi�cation results and build three-
level indicators of second-class indexes, ultimately
forming the formation of the PPP project risk assess-
ment index system.

The PPP project risk assessment index system is
shown in Table 1.

According to Table 1, the PPP project risk
assessment index system can be divided into three �rst-
class indexes and 27 second-class indexes, which can
more fully reect the risks of a PPP project.

4. Establishment of a risk assessment model
for a PPP project

After establishing the PPP project risk evaluation
index system, the next problem is the establishment of
a PPP project risk assessment model that can be used
to quantitatively assess the size of the PPP project's
risk and provide e�ective support [12{14].

In the PPP project risk assessment process, with
the help of both theory and method, the key to
ensuring e�ective project risk assessment and e�ective
use of the quantitative assessment method is to use the
scienti�c management method for reference. This can
be done by building a risk assessment mathematical
model, which will achieve the purposes of the project
risk evaluation. The most commonly used methods
include the TOPSIS and fuzzy comprehensive evalu-
ation method, the matter element analysis method,
and the principal component analysis method. After
comparing various methods, this paper attempts to
improve the traditional matter element model. Based
on our �ndings, a PPP project risk assessment model
is proposed.

4.1. Limitations of the traditional matter
element model

Matter element analysis was �rst formulated in the
1980s as a new discipline. The method is scienti�c and
systematic, using science and mathematics as a cross-
edge discipline. Through the application of natural
science and social science, matter element analysis
covers a broad range of cross-disciplines. Matter
element analysis is the study of matter elements and
how those elements change, as well as the laws and
methods used to solve the problem of contradiction.
Through matter element analysis, complex images
can be examined. Things can be visualized using
a multi-index, multi-parameter comprehensive quality
evaluation model, eventually leading to the use of the
quantitative said evaluation results, which can better
reect the comprehensive level of the quality of things.

We can see that the basic model of matter element
is the extension set. Using the matter element transfor-
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Table 1. Index system of Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) project risk assessment.

First-class index Second-class index
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Government risk X1

Government credit risk X11

Risk of government intervention X12

Risk of government X13

O�cials seeking rent risk X14

Risk in government decision-making X15

Government approval risk X16

Legal changes risk X17

Risk that legal and regulatory systems are not perfect X18

Tax risk X19

Exclusiveness risk X110

Social capital partners bidding risk X111

Payment risk X112

Market risk X2

Market demand change risk X21

Interest rate risk X22

Foreign exchange risk X23

Ination risk X24

Project risk X3

Social capital risk X31

Environmental risk X32

War risk X33

Construction risk X34

Materials and equipment supply risk X35

Operational risk X36

Environmental risk X37

Project �nancial supervision risk X38

Project subjective risk X39

Project organization and coordination risk X310

Public attitudes to risk X311

mation method for the non-compatible problem (trans-
formed into compatibility problems) can be a more
reasonable way to describe the natural phenomenon,
relationships with each other and with the internal
structures of the social phenomena in a variety of
things, and the changing trends of those things. This
is consistent with the purpose and requirements of the
PPP project risk assessment.

However, in the traditional matter element model,
some limitations exist, speci�cally in the following two
aspects:

1. The determination of the index weight cannot be
e�ectively conducted. This is because the matter
element analysis method is mainly used in the
processing of numerical analysis. Under the multi-
level and multi-index problem of carrying on the
discussion, this model cannot determine the index
weights. As such, some shortcomings in the han-
dling of the issue will exist;

2. The model cannot deal with multi-person decisions.
In the traditional matter element analysis method,
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a multi-person decision-making index eigenvalue
processing method is not given. This means that
the material element model will face many prob-
lems and shortcomings in dealing with multi-person
decision-making problems.

4.2. Establishment of a PPP project risk
assessment model based on an improved
matter element model

According to the traditional matter element model,
we acknowledge the existence of the limitations of
the analysis and, then, establish a PPP project risk
assessment model.

The improvements over the traditional matter
element model are as follows:

1. For addressing the problem whereby the traditional
matter element model cannot e�ectively carry out
the determination of index weights, the Group deci-
sion Analytic Hierarchy Process (GAHP) method is
introduced. This method provides e�ective support
for the determination of the weight of the PPP
project risk assessment index system;

2. For addressing the problem whereby the traditional
matter element model cannot deal with the problem
of multi-person decision making, a built-indexes
decision-making model is constructed. This model
is used in conjunction with the matter-element
model to facilitate the development of PPP project
risk assessment.

Based on the above analysis, the steps used to
construct the risk assessment model of a PPP project,
based on the improved matter element model, are as
follows [15{21]:

Step 1. Determination of weight of the PPP project
risk assessment index system. In the process of
determining the weight of the risk assessment index
system of a PPP project, the weight of Xi in the
evaluation index system on the e�ectiveness of the
quality management system of manufacturing enter-
prises is ai (i = 1; 2; 3), �rst-class index weight vector
is A = (a1; a2; a3) and meets the condition of ai � 0,
and

P3
i=1 ai = 1. The set formed by the weight

of second-class indexes Xis to the target layers is
ais (i = 1; 2; 3; s = 1; 2; � � � ; ni); second-class index
weight vector Ai = (ai1; ai2; � � � ; ain). This meets the
condition of ais � 0 and

Pni
s=1 ais = 1.

This paper attempts to determine the weight
of indexes through the GAHP method, which is an
improvement in the traditional AHP method. The
basic idea of the GAHP method is to determine the
weight of indexes (by experts using AHP). Based
on the experts' determination, the arithmetic mean
value of the evaluation results is taken as the �nal

result of the PPP project risk assessment index
system;

Step 2. Determination of classical domain and
domain. In this study, the risks of a PPP project
are divided into �ve levels, namely the highest level,
high level, middle level, low level, and lowest level.
Correspondingly, PPP project risk assessment indi-
cators are �rst-class level, second-class level, third-
class level, fourth-class level, and �fth-class level. The
�rst-class level is the lowest level, second-class is the
low level, third-class is the middle level, fourth-class
is the high level, and the �fth-class level is the highest
level.

The following is the classical domain (R0j) of
each level under the index of government risk (X1).

R01 =

26666666666666666664

�rst-level X11 0� 20
X12 0� 20
X13 0� 20
X14 0� 20
X15 0� 20
X16 0� 20
X17 0� 20
X18 0� 20
X19 0� 20
X110 0� 20
X111 0� 20
X112 0� 20

37777777777777777775
;

R02 =

26666666666666666664

second-level X11 20� 40
X12 20� 40
X13 20� 40
X14 20� 40
X15 20� 40
X16 20� 40
X17 20� 40
X18 20� 40
X19 20� 40
X110 20� 40
X111 20� 40
X112 20� 40

37777777777777777775
;

R03 =

26666666666666666664

third-level X11 40� 60
X12 40� 60
X13 40� 60
X14 40� 60
X15 40� 60
X16 40� 60
X17 40� 60
X18 40� 60
X19 40� 60
X110 40� 60
X111 40� 60
X112 40� 60

37777777777777777775
;
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R04 =

26666666666666666664

fourth-level X11 60� 80
X12 60� 80
X13 60� 80
X14 60� 80
X15 60� 80
X16 60� 80
X17 60� 80
X18 60� 80
X19 60� 80
X110 60� 80
X111 60� 80
X112 60� 80

37777777777777777775
;

R05 =

26666666666666666664

�fth-level X11 80� 100
X12 80� 100
X13 80� 100
X14 80� 100
X15 80� 100
X16 80� 100
X17 80� 100
X18 80� 100
X19 80� 100
X110 80� 100
X111 80� 100
X112 80� 100

37777777777777777775
:

Domain Rp1=[(government risk)]:

Rp1 =

26666666666666666664

X11 0� 100
X12 0� 100
X13 0� 100
X14 0� 100
X15 0� 100
X16 0� 100
X17 0� 100
X18 0� 100
X19 0� 100
X110 0� 100
X111 0� 100
X112 0� 100

37777777777777777775
:

Other indicators' classical domain of each level is
similar to the above;

Step 3. Determination of non-evaluated matter
element. The risk assessment party invited a number
of experts to evaluate various types of risk rating
model water conservancy projects and record the
value (xin) of each indicator. Non-evaluated matter
element (m) is four in the process of PPP project
risk assessment. It is assumed here that the object
to be evaluated is Pm (m = 0; 1; � � � ; 3), and the non-
evaluated matter element is Rm.

The following is the non-evaluated matter ele-
ment of PPP project risk assessment:

R1 =

26666666666666666664

p1 X11 x11
X12 x12
X13 x13
X14 x14
X15 x15
X16 x16
X17 x17
X18 x18
X19 x19
X110 x110
X111 x111
X112 x112

37777777777777777775
; R2 =

2664p2 X21 x21
X22 x22
X23 x23
X24 x24

3775 ;

R3 =

266666666666666664

p3 X31 x31
X32 x32
X33 x33
X34 x34
X35 x35
X36 x36
X37 x37
X38 x38
X39 x39
X310 x310
X311 x311

377777777777777775
; R0 =

24p0 X1 x1
X2 x2
X3 x3

35 ;

where:
R0 The matter element of PPP project

risk;
R1 The matter element of government risk

in PPP project risk;
R2 The matter element of market risk in

PPP project risk;
R3 The matter element of project risk in

PPP project risk;
xi The weighted value of the �rst-level

risk index, i = 1; 2; 3

The speci�c method to determine the value (xin) of
each indicator is as follows.

Di�erent experts have di�erent understandings
of PPP project risk assessment indexes and di�erent
interval values of the second-class index. Assuming
that there are a total ofK experts participating in the
evaluation of PPP project risk assessment indexes,
K expert gives an interval value [v(k)

1p ; v
(k)
2p ] set to

a second-class index (k = 1; 2; � � � ;K; v(k)
2p � v(k)

1p ).
Then:

xin=
1
2

KX
k=1

h
(v(k)

2p )2�(v(k)
1p )2

i
=
KX
k=1

h
v(k)

2p �v(k)
1p

i
: (1)

Step 4. Determination of correlation degree of each
index (j) and the matter element to be evaluated.
Suppose:
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Kj(xi) =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
�(xi;x0ji)

�(xixpi)��(xi;x0ji) ;
�(xi; xpi)� �(xi; x0ji) 6= 0

��(xi; x0ji)� 1;
�(xi; xpi)� �(xi; x0ji) = 0

(2)

where:

�(xi; x0ji) =
����xi � 1

2
(a0ji + b0ji)

����
�1

2
(b0ji � a0ji); (3)

�(xi; xpi) =
����xi � 1

2
(api + bpi)

����
�1

2
(bpi � api); (4)

where:
b0ji The upper bound of the classical

domain;
a0ji The lower bound of the classical

domain;
bpi The upper bound of the domain;
api The lower bound of the domain;
�(xi; x0ji) The distance between point xi and

interval x0ji;
�(xi; xpi) The distance between point xi and

interval xpi.

Step 5. Calculating the correlation degree between
things to be evaluated Pm and each level j. If the
weight coe�cient of the index Xi is ai and

Pn
i=1 ai =

1, then:

Kj(p) =
nX
i=1

aiKj(xi): (5)

In the above formula, Kj(p) is the combined value
of the correlation degree of every index of the things
to be evaluated. This formula is not only the model
used to evaluate the degree j of relevance, but also
the model that is used to calculate the relationship
between the things to be evaluated and the evaluation
degree j;
Step 6. Rating. If Kj0(p) = max

j2(1;2;��� ;m)
Kj(p), Pm is

rated as grade Pm.

Based on the above analysis, a PPP project risk
assessment model that is based on the improved matter
element model can e�ectively assess the overall level
of PPP project risk and also separately calculate the
levels of government risk, market risk, and project risk,
thus providing e�ective support for the development of
a risk response strategy.

5. Case analysis: A case study of the He Qiang
An (HQA) water source protection project

5.1. Overview of the HQA water conservation
project

The HQA water conservation project referred to in
this study is located in \A" province. Working on
the assumption that the implementation of the project
involves the issue of water resources protection and
the right to use water resources, the water resources
administrative departments involved in this project
decided to use the PPP model to run the project. The
water resources administrative departments chose the
project's Social Capital Partners- B Company. The
administrative departments used open bidding to set
up an item company in accordance with the relevant
laws. Government departments (through the franchise
agreement) agreed to grant the Item Company �nanc-
ing, construction, and rights of operation.

In order to e�ectively conduct the necessary
contract negotiations, a provincial water resources ad-
ministrative department entrusted \C" advisory body
to analyze the HQA water source protection project
with regard to the implementation of a risk response
strategy. The advisory body ensures the level of risk
is maintained and provides e�ective support for the
development of a risk response strategy.

5.2. Implementation of risk assessment for
HQA water source protection project

The \C" advisory body organization has 11 experts,
who participate in the implementation of the HQA
water source protection project risk assessment. The
detailed information about the seven experts is shown
in Table 2.

The speci�c risk assessment procedures are as
follows:

Step 1. Determine an index system and a weight
of index system of the HQA water source protection
project risk assessment. Experts agreed to use
Table 1 in the PPP project risk assessment index
system as the HQA water source protection project
risk assessment index system. They also used the
GAHP method to determine the weight of indexes
through GAHP. The basic idea of this method is
to determine the respective weight of indexes, which
is conducted by experts using AHP. Based on the
�ndings, the arithmetic mean value of the expert
evaluation results is taken as the �nal result.

The results of the weights of the HQA water
resources protection project risk assessment index
system are shown in Table 3;
Step 2. Determination on the value of the risk
assessment index of the HQA water source protection
project. Eleven experts determined the value of the
risk assessment index of the HQA water source pro-
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Table 2. Detailed information of the eleven experts.

Surname Title Work unit Quali�cation Expertise
Xu Vice Professor Hohai University Consulting engineer Project management

Zhang Senior engineer Guangdong Research Institute of
Water Resources and Hydropower

Consulting engineer;
Cost engineer

Project �nancing

Bu Professor Yangzhou University Cost engineer Project �nancing
Wang Professor Hohai University Consulting engineer Project risk management

Jian Senior engineer Water Conservancy Bureau of
Guangdong Province

Cost engineer Project management

Li Senior engineer Water Conservancy Bureau of
Guangdong Province

Consulting engineer Construction technology of
water conservancy project

Wang Senior engineer Water Conservancy Bureau of
Guangdong Province

Consulting engineer;
Cost engineer

Construction technology of
water conservancy project

Jin Senior engineer Water Conservancy Bureau
of Jiangsu Province

Guangdong Hydropower
Planning and Design
Institute

Project management

Liu Senior engineer Engineering Consulting Center
of Guangdong Province

Consulting engineer Construction technology of
water conservancy project

Shen Professor Nanjing Hydraulic Research
Institute

Consulting engineer Project risk management

He Senior engineer
Pearl River water resources
commission of the ministry
of water resources

Consulting engineer;
Cost engineer

Project �nancing

Table 3. Weights of the He Qiang An (HQA) water resources protection project risk assessment index system.

First-class index Second-class index
Second-class index

relative to the
target layer weights
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Government risk X1

Government credit risk X11 0.042
Risk of government intervention X12 0.039
Risk of socialization X13 0.033
O�cials seeking rent risk X14 0.041
Risk in government decision-making X15 0.037
Government approval risk X16 0.044
Legal changes risk X17 0.030
Risk that legal and regulatory systems are not perfect X18 0.044
Tax risk X19 0.040
Exclusiveness risk X110 0.027
Social capital partners bidding risk X111 0.044
Payment risk X112 0.030

Market risk X2

Market demand change risk X21 0.062
Interest rate risk X22 0.039
Foreign exchange risk X23 0.020
Ination risk X24 0.055

Project risk X3

Social capital risk X31 0.040
Environmental risk X32 0.037
War risk X33 0.019
Construction risk X34 0.035
Materials and equipment supply risk X35 0.032
Operational risk X36 0.037
Environmental risk X37 0.031
Project �nancial supervision risk X38 0.035
Project subjective risk X39 0.033
Project organization and coordination risk X310 0.042
Public attitudes to risk X311 0.029
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Table 4. Characteristic values of second-class indexes of the He Qiang An (HQA) water source protection project risk
assessment.

First-class index Second-class index
Second-class index

characteristic
values

R
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of

th
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H
Q
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at
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Government risk X1

Government credit risk X11 87.45
Risk of government intervention X12 87.90
Risk of socialization X13 74.21
O�cials seeking rent risk X14 89.21
Risk in government decision-making X15 74.21
Government approval risk X16 78.94
Legal changes risk X17 67.89
Risk that legal and regulatory systems are not perfect X18 73.34
Tax risk X19 72.12
Exclusiveness risk X110 77.36
Social capital partners bidding risk X111 83.45
Payment risk X112 78.21

Market risk X2

Market demand change risk X21 65.21
Interest rate risk X22 83.45
Foreign exchange risk X23 82.34
Ination risk X24 85.13

Project risk X3

Social capital risk X31 93.42
Environmental risk X32 92.12
War risk X33 53.21
Construction risk X34 84.56
Materials and equipment supply risk X35 78.43
Operational risk X36 89.32
Environmental risk X37 77.21
Project �nancial supervision risk X38 84.35
Project subjective risk X39 83.82
Project organization and coordination risk X310 87.89
Public attitudes to risk X311 87.21

tection project. They obtained the risk assessment
index via Eq. (1). The speci�c results are shown in
Table 4;

Step 3. Calculating the correlation function value
of every index of the HQA water source protection
project. The correlation function value of every
index of the HQA water source protection project is
calculated by Eqs. (2){(4). The speci�c results are
shown in Table 5;

Step 4. Calculation of all types of risk on the level
of correlation and rating of the HQA water source
protection project. The correlation degree of all types
of risk in all class types of the HQA water source
protection project and rating is calculated via Eq. (5).

The correlation degree of all types of risk in all class
types of the HQA water source protection project and
rating is shown below (see Table 6).

5.3. Conclusion of the risk assessment of the
HQA water source protection project

From Table 6, we can see that the government risk,
market risk, and project risk facing the project are all
associated with the �fth class (the highest class). In
addition, the overall risk assessment of the HQA water
source protection project is also associated with the
�fth class (the highest class). That is to say, sound
project implementation and social capital should be
used to strengthen the risk management in the im-
plementation of the project, thus ensuring the smooth
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Table 5. Correlation function value of every index of the He Qiang An (HQA) water source protection project.

Second-class index Second-class index
characteristic values

j = 1 j = 2 j = 3 j = 4 j = 5

Government credit risk X11 87.45 {0.843 {0.791 {0.686 {0.373 1.461
Risk of government intervention X12 87.90 {0.849 {0.798 {0.698 {0.395 1.881
Risk of socialization X13 74.21 {0.678 {0.570 {0.355 0.290 {0.183
O�cials seeking rent risk X14 89.21 {0.865 {0.820 {0.730 {0.461 5.829
Risk in government decision-making X15 74.21 {0.678 {0.570 {0.355 0.290 {0.183
Government approval risk X16 78.94 {0.737 {0.649 {0.474 0.053 {0.048
Legal changes risk X17 67.89 {0.599 {0.465 {0.197 0.326 {0.274
Risk that legal and regulatory systems are not perfect X18 73.34 {0.667 {0.556 {0.334 0.333 {0.200
Tax risk X19 72.12 {0.652 {0.535 {0.303 0.394 {0.220
Exclusiveness risk X110 77.36 {0.717 {0.623 {0.434 0.132 {0.104
Social capital partners bidding risk X111 83.45 {0.793 {0.724 {0.586 {0.173 0.263
Payment risk X112 78.21 {0.728 {0.637 {0.455 0.090 {0.076
Market demand change risk X21 65.21 {0.565 {0.420 {0.130 0.176 {0.298
Interest rate risk X22 83.45 {0.793 {0.724 {0.586 {0.173 0.263
Foreign exchange risk X23 82.34 {0.779 {0.706 {0.559 {0.117 0.153
Ination risk X24 85.13 {0.814 {0.752 {0.628 {0.257 0.527
Social capital risk X31 93.42 {0.918 {0.890 {0.836 {0.671 5.580
Environmental risk X32 92.12 {0.902 {0.869 {0.803 {0.606 6.880
War risk X33 53.21 {0.415 {0.220 0.170 {0.127 {0.364
Construction risk X34 84.56 {0.807 {0.743 {0.614 {0.228 0.419
Materials and equipment supply risk X35 78.43 {0.730 {0.641 {0.461 0.078 {0.068
Operational risk X36 89.32 {0.867 {0.822 {0.733 {0.466 6.853
Environmental risk X37 77.21 {0.715 {0.620 {0.430 0.140 {0.109
Project �nancial supervision risk X38 84.35 {0.804 {0.739 {0.609 {0.218 0.385
Project subjective risk X39 83.82 {0.798 {0.730 {0.596 {0.191 0.309
Project organization and coordination risk X310 87.89 {0.849 {0.798 {0.697 {0.395 1.870
Public attitudes to risk X311 87.21 {0.840 {0.787 {0.680 {0.361 1.292

Table 6. Calculation of all types of risk of the He Qiang An (HQA) water source protection project.

Kj(p) First-class Second-class Third-class Fourth-class Fifth-class Max j0

Government risk {0.333 {0.294 {0.216 0.012 0.339 0.339 5

Market risk {0.126 {0.110 {0.077 {0.012 0.024 0.024 5

Project risk {0.298 {0.274 {0.227 {0.111 0.873 0.873 5

Overall risk assessment {0.758 {0.678 {0.519 {0.112 1.236 1.236 5

implementation of the project by the formulation of a
risk response strategy and risk sharing.

6. Conclusion

This study analyzed and discussed the risk man-
agement problems existing in the process of Public-
Private-Partnership (PPP) project implementation.
Conducting identi�cation of PPP project risk by using

a decomposition analysis method and based on the
scienti�c, system, comparison, and operation princi-
ples, it was found that PPP project risks included
government risk, market risk, and project risk. Based
on these �ndings, a constructed list of PPP project
risks was established. Based on the analysis of the
limitations of the traditional matter element model,
the evaluation model of PPP project risk assessment
of the improved matter element model was constructed
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in order to provide e�ective support for e�ective PPP
project risk management, contract management, and
other work.

As China's economy has entered into the \New
Normal", for a period of time, the Chinese government
will continue to promote the PPP model to ease
�nancial pressure and improve the e�ciency of
government management. Therefore, it is extremely
important to ensure that the risk management is
standardized and practicable. This study established
a risk assessment system; however, because the risk
assessment index system contains too many qualitative
indexes, the result of risk assessment can be easily
inuenced by subjective intentions. Therefore, the
direction of future research should be toward the
construction of a risk assessment index system that
contains more quantitative indexes, which can clearly
reect the risks that the PPP projects faced.
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